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Abstract

Enclosure methods are a class of computer-aided proofs used in analysis. They are used
increasingly to solve open problems in mathematics. The proposed project will use enclo-
sure methods to address two open statistical decision problems:

1. rigorous parameter estimation in a chaotic statistical experiment, and

2. rigorous point estimation and exact posterior sampling in phylogenetics.

To address these problems, we will adapt and extend recent developments in contractor
programming, interval constraint propagation, algebraic statistical constraints and employ
a novel mapped sub-paving arithmetic. A C++ class library that can harness UC’s super
computing power for such computer-aided proofs will be made publicly available along
with a database of solutions.
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5A. ABSTRACT OF RESEARCH PROPOSAL
Enclosure methods that rely on machine interval arithmetic — validated computer arithmetic
that encloses or bounds all numerical errors — have become an important tool in computer-
aided proofs in analysis. Some examples where these methods have been applied include proofs
of the Feigenbaum conjectures1, the double bubble conjecture2, the existence of the Lorenz
attractor3 and the Kepler conjecture4. However, computer-aided proofs have rarely been ap-
plied to validate heuristic solutions to challenging decision problems in statistics. The aim
of the proposed project is to adapt and extend enclosure methods to address two challenging
statistical decision problems:

(1) rigorous parameter estimation in a chaotic statistical experiment, and
(2) rigorous point estimation and exact posterior sampling in phylogenetics.

Though these open problems arise in distinct disciplines, the algorithmic innovations we pro-
pose to address them are similar. Further, the theory, algorithms and C++ implementation from
this study can be easily generalised to other problems of these classes. This will be achieved
by an international team of experts in machine interval experiments (PI Sainudiin), computer-
aided proofs in analysis (AI Tucker), asymptotic statistics (AI Nussbaum) and computational
phylogenetics (AI Yang).

(1) Rigorous Parameter Estimation in a Chaotic Statistical Experiment.
Chaotic or complex non-linear systems pose some of the most challenging decision problems in
engineering science. One of the simplest systems of this type is the double pendulum (DP).
The DP exhibits rich dynamics and chaos at certain energies5, thus making it challenging to
model and measure for parameter estimation6;7. Rigorous parameter estimation in such systems
must account for the physical limits of the sensors’ empirical resolution and the computer’ s
numerical resolution. Past experiments with DP systems6� 8 were not rigorous; they neither
enclosed the uncertainty in DP’ s angular positions nor employed validated numerical methods.

The PI and AI Tucker have recently designed a measurable DP9 (see Fig.1) that successfully
accounts for the limit of the sensors’ empirical resolution. The proposed project will use data
enclosures of the state trajectories of each arm of this custom-built DP9 (Fig.2) and recent
advances in interval constraint propagation10 to obtain the first fully rigorous enclosures of point
estimates for this system. We will also study set-valued extensions of classical decision-theoretic
properties of our estimator11, such as identifiability, consistency and efficiency, over machine-
representable filtrations using the formalism of machine interval experiments12 developed by
the PI. The estimators will be cast as contractors13 of the initial parameter space14;15. They
exclude parameters that are not compatible with enclosures of each arm’ s observed angular
positions through time (Fig.3).

Fig.1: DP Schematic Fig.2: Streaming DP data Fig.3: Enclosures of two initially close data trajectories diverge

In Year 1, the PI and AI Tucker plan to adapt a practical spline-based method14 to contract
the parameter space to a set of boxes that enclose candidate point estimates. This method will
reduce our complex parameter estimation problem to a simpler problem of solving algebraic
equations. In Years 2 and 3, we will adapt and extend the existing intrinsic methods devel-
oped by AI Tucker15 for our DP problem. Unlike the spline-based method14, intrinsic methods
produce direct enclosures of derivatives from model and data alone. The PI and AI Nussbaum
intend to use deficiency distances11 and random dynamical systems16 to address the asymptotic



behaviour of our estimators indexed by partially ordered �ltrations. These �ltrations arise from
(i) the number of independent trials with possibly di�erent initial conditions, (ii) the sensor
resolutions and (iii) the set of measurement times. Thus, we will conduct the �rst rigorous
parameter estimation using classical decision-theoretic notions in a quintessential chaotic sta-
tistical experiment. The theory and algorithms developed for this model system have general
implications for rigorous parameter estimation in chaotic systems.

(2) Rigorous Point Estimation and Exact Posterior Sampling in Phylogenetics.
Evolutionary biologists rely on practical local search and dependent sampling algorithms to
estimate evolutionary relationships between organisms heuristically17–20 from their DNA se-
quences. These estimated gene trees are the basic ingredients in phylogenetic estimation of
evolutionary trees between species21 or taxa and in population genetic estimation of model
parameters22;23. The exactness of gene tree estimation is fundamental to decision problems in
disease mapping, agricultural breeding and conservation genetics. We cannot distinguish be-
tween large rooted, unrooted, 2-mixture and k-mixture gene tree(s) without �rst distinguishing
its sub-gene trees with three24, four25, six26 or more27 taxa, respectively. Current methods do
not provide rigorous estimates of gene trees with more than four taxa. Thus, obtaining exact
estimates of small gene trees from �nite DNA sequences is a necessary �rst step toward robust
estimation, provided the probability model for the data is also statistically identi�able20;28;29.
Developing rigorous point estimates and exact samplers for small gene trees from �nite DNA
sequence data through novel enclosure methods is the second aim of our proposed study.
Rigorous Point Estimation. AI Yang analytically obtained exact maximum likelihood point
estimates (MLEs) of three-taxa trees for any data pattern30. Exact MLEs were later produced
by computational algebraic methods that used statistical invariants in constrained optimiza-
tion31–35. Enclosure methods developed by the PI12;36 have solved the MLE problems with
machine interval arithmetic. However, none of these approaches can solve the MLE problem
exactly for �ve or more taxa, even for the simplest mutation models on 2 or 4 character states.
Exact Posterior Sampling. Dependent samplers, such as Markov chain Monte Carlo

Fig.4(MCMC) algorithms, cannot be systematically guaranteed to
sample from the desired stationary distribution for any given
data, even for small gene trees17–19. The PI developed the �rst
exact sampler for gene trees capable of producing independent
and identical samples from the posterior distribution over phy-
logenetic tree spaces for 3 and 4 species37. Currently, the PI is
extending this exact sampler to a more challenging setting where
possibly multi-furcating gene trees with di�erent numbers of real-
valued edge weights are part of the parameter space (Fig.4). The
PI and AI Yang have observed MCMC convergence problems in
rooted four-taxa trees and plan to extend the PI's exact sam-
pler37 in a more e�cient manner for this case.

Our objective is to solve the MLE and the exact sampling problem e�ciently and system-
atically for 3, 4, 5 and possibly 6 taxa multi-furcating trees. This will be achieved by obtaining
tighter enclosures of gene tree likelihoods by combining machine interval arithmetic36;37 with
algebraic statistical constraints called phylogenetic invariants32 that can be obtained from sym-
bolic algebra software. In Years 1 and 2, the PI and AI Tucker will adapt interval constraint
propagation10 to achieve this novel fusion of symbolic and rigorous numeric methods. These
tighter likelihood enclosures will be represented e�ciently by a multi-dimensional metric data-
structure called a regular sub-paving38. The PI and AI Yang will adapt these e�cient likelihood
enclosures for MLE and exact sampling in biologically interesting applications. In Year 3, a
message-passing module for the proposed exact small tree estimation will be created and added
to the PI's C++ class library39. This module will harness UC's unique super-computing power
in NZ to build a public database of exact estimates of small gene trees from data patterns.
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